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Luxury escape

By Christophe Vallet

the “Ferme du Vent”
Welcome to

The Roellinger Team
Though it can seem unassuming at first glance, Jane

a whole realm devoted to the sense of touch which is

and Olivier Roellinger’s sophisticated sensorial uni-

unlike any other of its kind. The energy of the elements

verse is forged from emotions and punctuated by the

begins to surface in this celebration of the Celtic bath.

richness of life. It is an ode to nature, to its flavours and

We learn to stand solidly on two feet. Our corporeal

its aromas and its treasures—and to the sea, the roc-

envelope softens. Welcome to the Ferme du Vent®.

king cradle of epic narratives. Spices are the passport
for faraway lands in which the five senses are revered.
In 2016 a new chapter of the Maisons de Bricourt tale
has begun: a project that has slowly emerged in the

The “Ferme du Vent”
The Moon, the Sea, and the Wind

family imagination. After having traversed the seas
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as a ship captain, Hugo, the son of Jane and Olivier

Along the heights of the plateau overlooking the Can-

Roellinger, has joined us on land. This time ‘round, he

cale Bay, just five hundred metres from the Château

will be working with the team of chefs at the Maisons

Richeux, the Roellinger family has brought old buil-

de Bricourt, along with our loyal crew. It is amongst

dings back to life. The Ferme du Vent (literally meaning

loved ones, and nothing less, that a new place has

“Field of Breezes”) has been built on the Langavant

opened up. In this chapter of our story, sustenance is

property. Three main buildings in the horizon are sur-

summoned in all of its forms, from immaculate accom-

rounded by a natural landscape, which offsets the

modations to unique private services, to the opening of

Mont Saint Michel, a potent energetic symbol in the
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area. Saint Michel has indeed lain the dragon here!

Positioned in the centre of these are the five Kled, to

The horizon spreads out as far as the eye can see,

whose hearths our guests are warmly welcomed. (For

brimming with life, and with flowers that stretch from

those who do not speak Gallo Breton, the word “Kled”

the conservatory to the quince trees. Wild grasses and

means wind shelter. In Roellinger language, the word

herbs swaying in the wind are punctuated by majestic

rings of private lodges and the art of hosting visitors.)

stones. Generous gardens are set in the natural habi-

The five Kled and the Ferme du Vent are made of wood

tat of hares and weasels. All of this leads down the hill

and stone. Some of them are replete with comfortable

to the pebble shores, with the kaleidoscopic sea as

bathtubs in which guests can relax and look out at

a backdrop. Pastel and turquoise, ochre and green,

the sea. Chimneys and woodstoves provide warmth

charcoal-grey and light pearl, blue, almond beige and

throughout four of the five guest lodges. In each, light

rose pink are the palate of this open space. An entire

is plentiful, and is provided by large bay windows.

choreography of clouds, of fog, and of light both off-

The Dinner, “Taste of the Four Winds”

sets and obscures the magnetic point of Mont Saint

Accompanying the Kled guest lodges is a new option

Michel, in the distance.

in line with sense of serenity that pervades throughout,
in which fine dining is moved away from its usual
context in order to provide a different sort of expe-

Lunar Clock and the Kled®

rience. Guests there (and only there) can choose their
dinner from the “Taste of the Four Winds” menu. Our
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There is nothing pretentious about the Ferme du Vent,

chef personally brings the meal to the private table

and yet its character is unmistakeable. Its imposing

in the Kled, and makes a range of suggestions and

Celtic contours have been carefully restored. An extra-

advice about the dishes. The privacy of a romantic

ordinary lunar clock keeps vigil by marking the rhythms

dinner, or a family dinner, is respected. There is no

of the tide. An old Viking well serves as the compass

need to change or to leave the Kled in order to enjoy a

rose between this home port and the infinite sea.

relaxing Roellinger meal.
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The Bains Celtiques Product Range

what Fabienne Bresdin, another long time friend of
the Roellinger family, has done. For the Bains Celtiques, she has designed a special range of organic

The “Ferme du Vent” and the Bains
Celtiques® Regain Your Footing

products that are formulated on the principle of iso-

For the Roellingers, the sense of touch is indissociable
from their approach to the world in general. Having
emerged over the course of many delightful exchanges, the Bains Celtiques are an alchemical blend
of Ayurvedic medicine and the treasures of the Brittany coast. Historical Arabic and Scandinavian culture
are brought together with the soul-soothing sense of
care. The feet are the point at which the sky and the
earth meet, and they are at the centre of a carefully

Deep local knowledge of the Brittany region combi-

tonicity (a calibrated mix of ocean water with spring

ned with the tour of the world’s spices brings forth

water from the Île Molène), and with active ingre-

many ideas that go beyond cuisine. The Bains Cel-

dients from the Brittany region, including kelp, marine

tiques are as enigmatic as the products they inspire.

flowers, local hemp and apple oil, and oyster shells.

Common sense suggests that the natural, mineral,

Associating these with spices is a longstanding tra-

and vegetal resources of the region are associated

dition in the history of humanity. From our side, we

with certain characteristic effects, which can be com-

asked Fabienne Bresdin to create products that are

bined with spices and essential oils. Yet bringing that

as good for children as they are for grandparents—

to a level that is both scientifically and cosmetically

a beautiful challenge for a cosmetic scientist, which

sound requires another type of expertise, which is

has produced remarkable results. nnn

orchestrated journey. One steps fully into the Bains
Celtiques as if centuries had never gone by. The place
itself is an infallible vessel to which stress gives way
at first wave. The magic of the Ferme du Vent is the
breeze itself, which has a dispersive and rejuvenating
effect on the senses.

Immersion in the Energy of the Elements

What makes the Bains Celtiques so impressive at first
glance is the omnipresence of natural materials. Spanning the length of the Ferme du Vent, the baths are
the pride of the locale. The showpiece of their conver-

“La

Maison de Gwenn”

ted structure contains an immense triple-fire chimney
made of granite. All around are natural stone and
solid wood, and a large door welcomes visitors into
the inner baths. Abounding in water, heat, and light,
the baths are the point of access to a different rhythm
altogether. They have been designed for one-on-one
meetings with the tides and the cosmos. Healing waters and wise whirlpools meet in both the open air and
the covered spaces, and can be enjoyed throughout
the year. One can swim against the current, or simply
lean against the edge of the bath and look out at the
landscape. The intense dry heat of the “Abri à Bois”
(the sauna) or the moist heat of the “Grotte” (the steam
room) are excellent for detoxifying. Purifying both the
body and the spirit, the intense ambiance of the place
itself tends to have an effect on people. Limited to six
people at a time, the baths are a peaceful place of silence and contemplation. Renewal has already begun.

In her little refuge, Gwenn grounds herself in the coming and going of the ocean tides, which she uses
to redistribute and harmonize the energies of those
around her. She touches, she listens to, she hears,
she sits alongside, and she slowly opens up each one
of the little doors in the inside of our selves. During her
foot reflexology sessions, both the sun and the moon
come together in order to provide inner healing. The
upper and lower energies of the body are realigned
through the breath, and the bridge between the earth
and sky is reset. One can never get lost on the path to
one’s inner self. The Ferme du Vent is made-to-measure. Its sense of strength is generous, and it is peopled with kind beings who guide the way. Whether it is a
long barefoot walk along the tidal shore, or a moment
of relaxation around the wood fire, or a long refreshing
nap, all rejuvenating options are available. Coming in

s

contact with the elements, opening the door and just

Find more amazing 450 hotels and 50 cruises on www.authentichotels.com

letting go, really does feel that good.
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Wally 93

The new cruiser-racer
Successful start of 2017 for the Monegasque brand with the closing of the new cruiserracer Wally 93, developed for an existing Wally owner who is a keen racing yachtsman. The
yacht features the latest hull lines with the distinctive large stern and big interior volumes,
resulting into the new generation cruiser-racer, superfast and very comfortable, and providing the ultimate experience in high performance sailing. “The Wally 93 fully reflects the
Wally DNA to combine exceptional cruising capabilities and outstanding performance” describes Luca Bassani, Wally founder and president “Additionally, the deck is ultra-clean with
huge living areas. She is so beautiful to fall in love at first sight!”

93

W
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The new custom superyacht boasts the proven Wally hallmarks and the Judel Vrolijk naval architecture.
“The design of the Wally 93 benefits from the experience of Open Season, the uncontested leader of
the Wally Class, and of the Maxi72 winners of the last
three worlds, all designed by Judel Vrolijk.” continues
Bassani, “The Wally 93 is very light and powerful with
a displacement of only 35,5 tons, and a sail area/displacement ratio even more powerful than that of the
Wallycentos!”. The weights are centred amidships to
minimize the pitching. The lifting keel provides for the
draft to extend from 4,5 to 6,2 meters to increase the
righting moment in the broad reach and the lift upwind.
«A Wally is the perfect syntheses between a high
performance cruising yacht and a competitive racer
« says Rolf Vrolijk of Judel Vrolijk & Co., responsible
of the Wally 93 naval architecture “This new design is
streamlined for the Wally Class racing circuit, that is
the most competitive racing in high performance cruising yachts in the Mediterranean.”
“Very powerful upwind with the same draft as the
Wallycento, the Wally 93 will be able to keep her lane
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after the start on the first upwind leg. The performance
are optimised for the light to medium conditions: the
yacht will have the ability to start surfing with 16 knots
of wind, and easily capable to exceed the true wind
speed”, concludes Vrolijk.
Deck and Interiors
The Wally 93 introduces a new deck style that camouflages the central social cockpit and the coamings,
looking like a full flush with plenty of living areas,
unobstructed from any manoeuvre. The salon has
more privacy than in the standard layouts because it
is separated from the access to downbelow: the companionway leads to the passageway of the crew and
guest cabins and to the galley area. Enhanced privacy
also for the owners area, located forward the salon,
while the two guest cabins are aft. The styling is under
development with an innovative concept that will open
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up a new route in light displacement yacht decoration.
Construction
The new Wally 93 is currently under construction using
the most advanced composite technology, to provide
for the super reduced displacement and increased
rigidity. The building materials are like those used in
the America’s cup boats: high modulus unidirectional
carbon fiber, and CNC female carbon fiber mould.
The launch is scheduled in the summer 2018. The
breakthrough superyacht will make her debut at the
Maxi Yacht Rolex Cup 2018. The Wally 93 is a step
forward in Wally yachting evolution: the stunning cruiser-racer will stand out for her performance as well as
her appeal. Wally is closing the new high performance
world cruiser Wally 143, and the fifth unit of the 27
wallyace, and has under construction the fourth Wallycento, scheduled to be launched in the summer. nnn
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